
Date & Title: 10th July Windsor 6f Novice 

4.25  

3.75 Gossip Column, Well Suited 

3.5 Iconic Knight 

3.25 Mankind,  

3  

2.75 Bezos, White feather, Peggy’s Angel 

2.5 Catapult 

2.25 Yorbelucky 

2 Spot Lite 1.5 See The Tar, Following Breeze 

Preview – Of the top 4 on algo score only Iconic Knight has been seen and I have no notes, the 

others are unraced. Looks a fairly un-noteworthy character. Improved 2to in a bad race at Brighton 

so it will have to be a very poor race for him to win. The unraced Bezos, Mankind and Well Suited are 

all from ok stables. 

White Feather has had 3 races in France for Jo Hughes and may well be good enough unless there is 

a smart debutant. 

Peggy’s Angel was 3.5l fifth behind Ertiyad on soft at Haydock which in this context does not look too 

bad. 

Catapult showed promise on debut and all three in front of him have subsequently won or ran well. 

He was then only 5th behind Billy Dylan at Brighton with his jockey Sirigu looking poor. He has only 

ever ridden 2 2yo winners and must be regarded as a handicap.  

Yorbelucky ran respectably on debut here two weeks ago. See below. 

The others look of little account. 

Shortlist of the raced: Yorbelucky, White Feather, Catapult, Peggy’s Angel: the unraced look very 

difficult to separate. 

Impossible to make a selection without seeing them. 

Prior race notes 

Catapult – Just about the best type in the race. Not quite fit. Had he not been colty throughout the 

prelims and as can be seen even on the way to the start he might have gone very close here. Should 

win a low level race, maybe a nov auction 73 



Yorbelucky – Probably biggest in field top end of medium, lacks a bit of quality and fully tuned by Mr 

Evans. Went with the over fast early pace so did well to stay on to take 5th. A rare misjudgement by 

Adam Kirby. 74 

Spot Lite – Poorly made, ordinary. 56 

Following Breeze – Another puzzler as to why Boyle gave 38k for this at a breeze up. Bit more size 

than Straight Ash and I suppose might develop into a poor handicapper. 48 

Peggy’s Angel review – From my previously raced shortlist White Feather was a NR, Yorbelucky 

broke out of the stalls and was withdrawn and Catapult just looked a bit weaker than before he had 

his wedding tackle removed leaving Peggy’s Angel as the likeliest contender. The race was run at an 

ordinary pace so overall time not that great. Harry Bentley on Well Suited was hard at it from 2f out 

whereas the winner was slightly hampered at the same stage and so did well to get up. 

 

Peggy’s Angel -  Deep chested filly about 2nd biggest in this group which does not say a lot. Bottom 

end of medium, a bit angular toward the back end. Very calm in prelims when neighbour was going 

mad. Mitch Godwin replaced Pat Cosgrave and claimed 5lbs which certainly made the difference.73 



 

Well Suited – Short favourite, probably due to price tag (160k) and connections. Disappointing 

looking colt, lower medium, very fit but just lacking quality in his make up. Good strong shoulder, 

just lacking something further back in a modest frame. 74 

 



Iconic Knight – Just about the biggest, medium, plain but strong. Maybe marginally downhill. Keniry 

yet again showing why he is a jockey to avoid on 2yos. Drawn best and away ok but then dragged 

back forfeiting his position. With a different jock he could possibly have got this as he clearly gave up 

2l and was only beaten ¾. 73 

 

Gossip Column – On debut, medium, same sort of size as Iconic Knight but just a bit more of a barrel 

and too fat to win on debut. Nevertheless ran a good race, should improve enough to compete for 

win nto at a modest level. 74 



 

Catapult – Cusp of small and medium, ok shape but just lacks a bit of scope, fractionally smaller than 

Well Suited, smaller chest cavity than the first 4. 67 

 

Spot Lite – Fully fit, 56 



 

Bezos – Looked fitter than most Hannon debutants have lately. Properly small and market support 

hard to fathom. 58 

 



Following Breeze – As before 48 

 

See The Tar – Rabbit 45 

 

 

 

 


